Detailed presentation
Wine route begins on the Trg svobode square,
square, below which is one of the largest and oldest
classic wine cellars in Europe – Vinag wine cellar.
cellar Opposite
e the wine cellar you can notice
Maribor castle from 15th century. From here, you have a beautiful view on Piramida hill that is
covered with grapevine.
When you go to the square Grajski trg,
trg, you see that the wine thematic is also presented in
architecture. On the corner of Slovenska and Vetrinjska Street the statue of Dionysus, Roman
god of wine, drinking and joy, attracts your attention. You can notice grapes even on the statue
of Saint Florian.
Then you take a walk to the biggest and newest Maribor square which is named after famous
Olympic winner, Leon Štukelj. From there you can go to the building Slavija where is Wine
bar Dveri Pax,, that has its own wine and wine from seven other wine producers of Styria. The
journey is continuing in the direction of Drava river, to Lent, the oldest part of the city. Rafters,
which have driven wine from Styria in Austro-Hungarian
Austro Hungarian monarchy, are giving Drava riverbank
special charm.
You should stop in the wine store Vinoteka Maribor – Water tower,, renaissance fort from 16th
century. Go on by the river and on right side you will see remainder of Maribor wall, Jewish
tower and Synagogue.
vine It is over 400
Wine path ends by the Old vine house with the most important city sight, Old vine.
years old and it is marked in the Guiness book of records as the oldest grapevine in the world.
Experience the wine tradition and culture of Maribor, Styria and Slovenia. Release yourself to
the last wine tasting of Styria wine.
wine. The last proposals of our package are wine cellars, winery
and tourist farms on wine routes in the direct surrounding of the city.

